Mind Builders NASA Exploration Encounter & Hiller Aviation Museum Trip

June 12-13, 2012

Start the summer with an adventure!

Mind Builders, LLC educator Michelle Wise Bellard and Bob Stroub, retired NASA engineer are pleased to announce this once-in-a-lifetime experience!

This is your opportunity to experience NASA Ames and Hiller Aviation Museum like a celebrity. This trip takes place over two days, giving parents and children a hands-on experience that will not be forgotten. Individuals will participate in the Ames Exploration Encounter, have a unique tour of the Ames facility, wind tunnels, simulators and aircraft that are available, and have an exclusive guided tour and flight simulation at the Hiller Aviation Museum.

Cost:
Charter Bus to and from Carson City Airport (with restrooms, DVD & TVs) + basic hotel room (occupancy of 2) with WIFI, pool & breakfast + museum fees and taxes= $134 per person (food is not included)

Space is limited, Register TODAY

www.mindbuilders.info
Schedule of Events
Subject to Change:

Tuesday June 12, 2012

Depart Carson City at 7 AM on a 55-seat passenger bus (rest room on-board)
Bring and eat Breakfast on-board and bring Lunch.

Arrive NASA Ames Research Center at 1 PM. Obtain entrance passes for 2 days.
Enter NASA for exclusive tour of wind funnel, simulators facilities and aircraft as available.
Visit NASA Exploration facility until 4 PM

Depart Ames for Ramada Silicon Valley Hotel by bus.
Spend the evening swimming, eating and sleeping at the hotel.

Wednesday, June 13, 2012

Begin the morning with continental breakfast at hotel
Depart Hotel at 8:30 AM. Arrive at the NASA Exploration Encounter
Group 1 enters the Encounter,
Group 2 stays on bus
Group 2 arrives at the Hiller Museum at 9:30 for Flight Lab and Flight Simulation

Bus picks up Box lunch for both Groups to eat on bus

Group 2 departs Hiller Museum at 12:30 PM for NASA Exploration Encounter and to pick up Group 1
Group 1 arrives at the Hiller Museum at 1:30PM for Flight Lab and Flight Simulation

Bus picks up snacks/ box dinner for trip back to Carson City.

Depart Hiller Museum at 4:30 PM, arrives Carson City around 10:30 PM

Special Exhibits

NASA Ames
• Largest Wind Tunnel in the world, bigger than our nation’s capitol!
• Real Moon Rock
• Immersion Theatre
• Mercury Redstone Rocket
• SOFIA
• Living and Working in Space Exhibit
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/home

Hiller Aviation Museum
• Aviation History
• Full Size Aircraft
• 8000 square feet of models
• Flight simulators
• Hands-on program
http://www.hiller.org/general-information.shtml

Register Today

Online registration can be found at:
www.mindbuilders.info/Ames_Exploration.html

For more information call: Michelle Wise Bellard
775-220-3077 or Bob Stroub 775-722-7107

Open for families of elementary and middle school students. Minors must travel with a responsible adult. Travel wavier must be signed prior to departure.